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Abortions ruled legal
U.S. District Court Judge Russell Smith ruled yesterday that Montana 
abortion laws that apply to any woman less than three months pregnant are 
"unconstitutional and void."
The ruling made by the Missoula federal court judge, was based on the case of 
a 21-year-old Missoula woman, who earlier this week received a court In­
junction allowing her to have an abortion without intervention by state of­
ficials.
Smith reserved judgment on the constitutionality of the entire 78-year-old 
Montana abortion law, giving attorneys for the state and the woman, iden­
tified only as "Mary Doe,” additional time to file briefs on that question.
Smith referred to the fact that no judgment has yet been made for women who 
are more than three months pregnant and are seeking abortions.
The constitutionality of Montana's law appeared shaky after the U. S. 
Supreme Court decision earlier this year striking down abortion laws In Texas 
and Georgia.
The decision said states cannot interfere with a woman's right to have an 
abortion during her first three months of pregnancy, and that in the second 
three months they can interfere only to regulate the safety of abortions.
Montana Atty. Gen. Robert Woodahl said that Montana’s abortion law was not 
affected by the Supreme Court decision, and the state's attorneys requested 
Tuesday that three judges consider the abortion issue.
Woodahl said that Montana's law has traditionally recognized the rights of the 
unborn, but Smith said that the Supreme Court had considered that argument 
before issuing its opinion and had decided that the rights of the unborn do not 
override the rights of the pregnant woman.
Smith said “As it would be applied in this case, Montana's abortion law is 
clearly unconstitutional, so clearly that the convening of a three-judge court 
is unnecessary.”
Watergate prosecutor soon 
to be named by Richardson
Washington AP
Senate sources yesterday quoted At­
ty. Gen.-designate Elliot Richardson 
as saying he would name an 
independent special Watergate 
prosecutor within a few days.
Richardson met with Republican 
senators yesterday, but declined to 
comment on reports that a special 
prosecutor has already been named.
While Richardson's choice has not 
been learned, speculation centers on 
Philadelphia lawyer W illiam  
Coleman, 52, a former member of the 
now-defunct Price Commission that 
involved wage and price controls.
Here are other major developments 
Thursday in the Watergate case:
•  Resigned presidential associates 
H. R. Haldem an and John 
Ehrlichman began testifying before 
the Watergate grand jury. Their at­
torney said they are confident of be­
ing acquitted if indicted.
•  The Washington Evening Star said 
lawyers for John Dean III, who was 
fired by Nixon, have been negotiat­
ing with federal prosecutors in 
attempts to gain immunity for Dean.
•  Martha Mitchell reportedly told 
lawyers involved in civil suits created 
by the Watergate case that she had 
no fi rst-hand knowledge of the affair.
•  Watergate grand jury testimony 
about the alleged burglary of Daniel 
Ellsberg's psychiatrist’s office was 
ordered to be sent to the presiding 
judge in the Pentagon Papers trial.
South criticizes CSD
In a series of memos to Academic 
Vice President Richard Landini, 
ASUM President Garry South ques­
tioned the role of the dean of 
students’ office in the proposed 
Center for Student Development 
(C S D ) and c r i t ic iz e d  th e  
organization of the center.
South asked Landini in a memo 
yesterday if Dean Fedore, dean of 
students, is going to be ad­
ministratively responsible for the 
new unit, which consolidates the ex­
isting Counseling and Testing 
Center, the Graduate Placement 
Center and the special counseling 
services which were provided 
through the Dean of Students Office 
and the Academic Advising Office.
South said he has it “on some 
authority” that the chart was 
formulated in the dean'of students 
office last fall before the crunch com­
mittee recommended to Pantzer that 
the Counseling anp Testing Center 
be closed. If that is true, South said, 
some difficult questions concerning 
the center's hierachy will be raised.
South told the Montana Kaimin 
yesterday that under the new plan, 
Fedore's office would lose three 
people. South said he found it “ hard 
to believe that Fedore would agree to 
let three people go if he were not to 
be administratively responsible for 
the CSD."
South said he would be opposed to 
that plan because he believes the 
dean's office should move away from 
administrative responsibilities.
South also said that his feelings 
regarding Fedore were “well known,” 
and “Fedore isn’t the kind of guy 
whose influence should be ex­
panded."
Criticizing the organization of the 
new center, South said that through 
the CSD, net counseling services 
offered to students will be reduced.
He said the same number of 
counselors will gain added res­
ponsibilities, including placement, 
academic advisement and handi­
capped student advisement, which 
would detract from counseling time.
CANDIDATES FOR THE title of Queen ol the Kyl-Yo In­
dian Conference take part in several styles of dance as 
the final event In the competition. The judges selected 
Vlreglna Snipe of Idaho to rule the conference. She Is a 
member of the Shoshone tribe. The first runner-up was 
Cldeahzaz Pinnecoose from Dulce, N.M., now attending
the University of Washington. 8econd runner-up was 
Myrna Adams ot Flathead. Cleora Yellow Kidney was 
selected as Miss Congeniality. The Kyl-Yo conference 
will continue through May 6. (Montana Kalmln photo by 
Gary MacFadden)
Kaimin, UM business offices dispute
The Montana Kaimin business office is refusing to 
deposit $1,000 dollars with the University business office 
until the Kaimin business office can receive a receipt for 
the entire amount.
The money is advertising revenue received by the Kaimin 
business office from the newspaper's advertising clients.
John Steffens, business manager for the Montana 
Kaimin, said he has spoken to Calvin Murphy, UM 
business manager, Robert Pantzer, UM president and Bill 
Cushman, UM treasurer, about the matter.
Steffens said Murphy told him it was established 
procedure to give official validated receipts. Steffens said 
Murphy then told him he would take care of the matter. 
When Steffens tried to deposit the money at the business 
office he was refused a “receipt for cash, for checks, or 
one for the total amount,”  Steffens said.
Steffens said Pantzer told him he would take care of the 
matter.
Steffens was again refused the singular receipt. Steffens 
said he asked Cushman if he knew who he was talking 
about. Cushman said he did.
In an interview with a Kaimin reporter Tuesday, Cushman 
said the reason he is unable to give a receipt for the total 
sum is due to the computer accounting program. “The 
computer facilities aren't working for us,”  he said. He said 
the program design is faulty.
Cushman had complaints of his own about the system. 
He said the University billing charges for the month of 
March hadn’t been received from Denver yet. “They were 
to be in the mails by the 4th of April," he said.
Cushman said if something doesn't happen before long 
we may have to ge back to a hand accounting system.
The University payment system is in “a crisis right now," 
Cushman said. He said that he spends three hours a day 
on the phone telling people we will pay them as soon as 
we get the transistion with the computer straightened 
out.
Steffens said the University accounting system is "caus­
ing a decrease in acedemic allocation by its ineptness.” 
When the Kaimin office recently contacted a number of 
its delinquent accounts, over $1,000 dollars was 
collected. “This money is student money, it will come 
from ASUM student funds, to support the Kaimin, if it 
doesn’t come from advertising,” Steffens said.
He added that many of the businesses that had incurred 
delinquent accounts for the Kaimin said they didn’t 
understand the computer billing card. He said this was 
one reason businesses gave for their unpaid bills to the 
Kaimin.
Steffens said that in one case the person billed refused to 
pay an advertising bill with the Kaimin because the 
University had a delinquent bill that was owed him.
Steffens said, “ Due to the inefficiency of the University 
accounting system the Montana Kaimin will handle all its 
own billing as of next year. This will come about because 
of complaints issued by local businessmen over the way 
the University has handled the Kaimin accounts.”
Steffens said the only way this transfer of business 
functions could take place would be if a CPA firm were to 
audit the Kaimin's books. “ For some kind of gracious 
reason the University has decided to pay for the audit," he 
said. If the University had an audit run on all ASUM 
monies, “they'd find one hell of a discrepancy,” he said.
Steffens said, “The 'Budget Crunch’ committee ought to 
grab the business office by the ass before they look at the 
acedemic community for cutting funds.”
Registrar resigns
Wayne Woolston, University of Mon­
tana registrar, submitted a letter of 
resignation to President Robert 
Pantzer April 12.
Woolston, registrar for the past three 
years, will pursue private business 
interests on the west coast, ac­
cording to Richard Landini, 
academic vice president.
Landini emphasized that Woolston’s 
resignation, which will become 
effective July 1, was not forced. He 
commented that the resignation was 
not a "cause and effect” measure, but 
a routine matter.
Landini said he had recommended 
with regrets that President Pantzer 
accept the withdrawal in order for 
Woolston to fo llow  personal 
interests.
The resignation creates a vacancy 
difficult to fill and the University will 
miss Woolston, Landini said.
Landini said that Pantzer said 
Woolston has made a fine con­
tribution to the University and he has 
enjoyed Woolston's cooperative at­
titude through his time of service.
Woolston was at a meeting in Dillon 
and unavailable for comment.
Indian education stressed
Gov. Tom Judge told Kyi-Yo Indian Youth Conference delegates yesterday 
that education is probably the most important function of Montana's state and 
local governments.
Judge addressed approximately 150 Indian youths at the opening session of 
the annual Kyi-Yo Indian Youth Conference being held on the University of 
Montana campus.
He said that Indian people must become involved in educational processes 
affecting their children.
Judge listed the Indian Studies Program at UM as an important beginning 
toward maintaining the cultural integrity of the Indian people.
“ Each unit of the Montana University and Community College System," 
Judge said, “should be required to teach courses in American Indian 
Studies.” He also said that courses should be available in every public 
elementary and secondary school in Montana.
Judge told the delegates that he believes Montana can avoid confrontations 
such as Wounded Knee through mutual respect and understanding.
The governor said that when he campaigned for governor he supported the 
re-establishment of the office of Coordinator of Indian Affairs. He said the 
legislature approved the proposal and the office will begin operation July 1.
He said the Coordinator of Indian Affairs will be responsible for representing 
the Indian people in their dealings with the state and federal governments. 
The coordinator, Judge said, must become familiar with the conditions 
affecting the Indians of Montana, advise the legislative and executive 
branches and the congressional delegation and make recommendations to 
alleviate problems.
Judge said “the Coordinator of Indian Affairs will not be a state or federal 
government bureaucrat. He said the selection process will assure that a 
qualified person will be representing the Indians in Helena and in 
Washington.
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Yea yea the eighth of May
In light of the fact that apathy has swept overthecampus, and in 
light of the fact that spring lends itself to events which would 
otherwise be ruined by apathy, we would like to suggest an event 
which would get students out of their apathetic mood so keggars, 
Aber Day and other events will not be spoiled.
The day will be the eighth of May. The event will be Outdoor 
Intercourse Day. The day should be started by greeting the first 
person you meet on the campus with a hearty “Yea yea the eighth 
of May; outdoor intercourse starts today!"
Students should use their imagination when deciding what to do 
the rest of the day. After a little bit of pride, bashfulness and 
modesty have been overcome, so will have apathy. Everyone will 
be doing something they enjoy and a new tradition will have been 
started which every one can participate in.
The fresh air, sunshine and exercise would be good for students 
who have been cooped up in their rooms and have only seen the 
light of day while dashing back and forth to classes. We would 
suggest that these students get laid in the shade to prevent sun­
burn.
One of our more illustrious Silvertip Skydivers got into the mood a 
year or so ago. He sports a patch depicting four footprints and the 
number 5000 to prove that he got humped or dumped or jumped 




Compulsory childbearing vs the politics of abortion
Editor: Concerning the letter in Wednesday’s Montana 
Kaimin by Kevin McGovern and Chris Rapkoch.
In this country, all people supposedly have the right to 
life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. Contrary to 
popular belief, this includes women. You speak of the un- 
borns' crimes. What crime has a mother committed that 
allows Robert Woodahl, Dusty Deschamps or any other 
perverted dictator to rule over her life? What other 
“human being” besides the greedy monster fetus is 
guaranteed the right to leech the life blood of another?
Yes, medical technology is always advancing. Scientists 
can create and destroy viability in test-tubes and bottles. 
Are they murderers? Cancer, warts and pin worms are liv­
ing growing organisms, but is their removal immoral?
Have you ever seen a thalidomide baby, or a child whose 
mother had Rubella during pregnancy? Are your 
wonderful Catholic Relief Services and all those couples 
"begging for a child to adopt” willing to help a deformed 
or hopelessly crippled child? Even with a child shortage, 
adoption agencies are reluctant to accept a baby whose 
mother has a drug history.
Who are we trying to kid. We already allow the child to be
born, grow-up on welfare roles and become a high school 
drop-out. When he has no alternative he volunteers to 
save his country from the communist threat so momma 
Miss America can take him out and shoot him. Tell me 
about wanton destruction of human life.
One in four American women has expressed her opinion 
by getting an abortion. Carrying a pregnancy to full term 
is 10 times more dangerous than a clinical abortion, but 
proponents of abortion reform aren't trying to prescribe 
an abortion for every woman. They feel it’s a womans 
choice. A Harris poll conducted in 1969 showed that 64 
per cent of a nationwide sample believed the decision on 
abortion should be a private one.
The real question does not involve the morality or politics 
of abortion. It involves the morality and politics of com­
pulsory childbearing.
Technology, even the technology of abortion, is value 
free. Only people can give it meaning and determine its 
uses and consequences. It’s up to women—not pigs, 
politicians and priests—to define for themselves the 
values that surround abortion.
Lynn Morrison
Junior, Journalism, Speech Communications
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LETTERS POLICY
Letters should be typed, preferably triple-spaced, and signed with the author's 
name, class, major and telephone number. The Montana Kaimin has no obliga­
tion to print all letters received. Letters should be under300 words and are subject 
to editing lor length, libel and clarity. Anonymous letters will be printed on 
occasion, but the editor must know who the writer is.
Universities should
Editor’s note: The following article is being 
reprinted from the March 19,1973 issue of The 
Chronicle of Higher Education. It was written 
by Jonathan Reichert, associate professor of 
physics at the State University of New York at 
Buffalo.
Bare walls, empty courtyards, long and 
monotonous tiled hallways, colorless class­
rooms, and nondescript faculty offices all 
seem to be features of our modern housing for 
higher education. Occasionally, an ancient 
canvas or art object might be discovered in the 
corner of an administration building. One 
might even stumble upon a display of student 
art exhibited in the union. Despite these in­
frequent and feeble attempts, most campuses 
are showplaces for empty drabness.
Several years ago, I toured a small college in 
southern California. Throughout the jaunt, I 
was painfully aware of the lifelessness of the 
surroundings. While walking with my host 
through an old building, my eye suddenly 
caught a brilliant splash of color radiating 
through a partially open door. The room was 
stuffed with original and beautiful pieces of 
weaving and macrame. We had chanced upon 
an art class and were witnessing an evaluation 
by the instructor of the students’ work. There 
was more color and visual excitement in that 
one small room than I had viewed in two days 
of trekking all over the campus.
Why were all these magnificent pieces hidden 
away? Why was this treasure of student 
creativity unknown to the rest of the campus 
community?
The creative talents of our students are im­
pressive. Large numbers of students are 
constructing, painting, potting, printing, 
drawing, carving, soldering, sewing, baking, 
weaving, and welding, in every nook and 
corner they can find. But that’s precisely the 
trouble: The nooks, corners, and basements 
are where most of these creations remain —
display the artwork
unobserved and, hence, unappreciated by the 
rest of the community.
We in higher education too easily ignore or 
simply forget what is basic and fundamental to 
the educational process at the elementary and 
secondary level. A casual walk through any 
good elementary school will expose one to a 
dazzling array of color and design. The pupils’ 
works are displayed in hallways, the library, 
offices, and classrooms. Such a panorama of 
bright and vivid colors is usually in sharp con­
trast to the long, dark hallways and dreary, 
shapeless rooms that are so commonly 
constructed by municipal architects. In many 
schools, I have found myself unaware of the 
building because of my total absorption in the 
brightly colored creations of the children.
I propose that universities display the artistic 
efforts of students and faculty everywhere so 
that one can view these works from essentially 
every part of the campus. I am suggesting an 
aesthetic immersion in the artistic creations of 
the community.
At one midwestern university, I saw at least the 
beginnings of such an effort, Fine oil paint­
ings, done by students as projects for ad­
vanced degrees in the school of fine arts, were 
hung in all the administrative offices. But I saw 
no paintings in zoology, physics, or chemistry 
buildings; nor did I observe any sculpture on 
the many campus patios. Surely the ad­
ministrators did not believe they were the only 
ones who were sensitive and appreciative of 
beautiful art. Why was the rest of the campus 
excluded?
Several years ago, I worked with a group of 
students during the January intersession, re­
storing old scientific apparatus and assem­
bling a display for public viewing. With limited 
time and encouragement, we were only able to 
assemble a modest display consisting of two 
glass cases, each holding about 10 partially 
refurbished instruments. These 50- to 100- 
year-old pieces were constructed from finely
of their students and
machined and polished brass parts, and some 
were mounted on magnificently finished 
mahogany bases. Because of a desire to 
enliven my own surroundings, I had this dis­
play placed in the hallway outside my 
laboratory. The response amazed me. There 
were traffic jams in the halls for several 
months, created by students stopping to ex­
amine the objects. A year later, with no 
changes made, these old instruments con­
tinued to catch the eye and consume a few 
moments of many who passed by.
i cite this example simply to demonstrate the 
hunger (even if it is not articulated) that 
students and faculty develop for something to 
see in their everyday surroundings. Imagine 
what might happen if such projects were en­
couraged, funded, and rewarded with time 
allocated for creating them. Contemplate a 
series of science buildings where students 
could spend hours wandering through the 
halls seeing displays that might explain a 
current biology experiment, show an electron- 
microscope photograph of a tobacco virus, 
exhibit relics of a recent archeological dig, 
demonstrate an operating helium-neon laser. 
Consider the education a non-science major 
might acquire over four years of casually 
observing the contents of such a science com­
plex.
The starvation for color, imagination, 
diversity, and creativity is most dramatically 
expressed by even a casual observation of 
almost any student's room, be it in a 
dormitory, rooming house, or apartment. 
There one finds what is in the heads of kids. 
The concrete-cast cubicles called dormitories 
are being deserted by contemporary students 
largely because they make individual creative 
expression so difficult. Architects have made 
no provision for the student's personality to be 
expressed. Even obvious and simple 
conveniences, such as a place to hang a pic­
ture or poster, or to mount a light, are not 
provided.
faculty members
Not that this isn't possible. To provide means 
for hanging shelves, supporting lights, and 
displaying posters would be cheap, easily in­
corporated into any modern dormitory.
But the rules of the typical dormitory read like 
a prisoner’s handbook. “Don’t paint anything. 
Don't hang anything on the walls. Don’t put up 
shelves. Don’t bring in extra furniture. Don't 
touch.” But why not create, construct, build, 
decorate? Answer: “You’ll damage the walls.” 
Not true, if the architects had thought ahead.
An obvious problem In any attempt to display 
objects of value Is security. Many ad­
ministrators have found stealing so pervasive 
on campuses that they give up in despair and 
make no attempt to encourage even modest 
exhibitions. Without trying to minimize the 
seriousness of the problem, I reject the con­
clusion that it should dictate the artistic, 
cultural, and educational experiences of the 
entire academic community: Solutions can be 
found.
An obvious first step is to install (or use exis­
ting) display cases. There are also simple 
ways to hang framed paintings, using a small 
chain and lock, so as to inhibit amateur 
pilfering. Some areas, such as laboratories, 
studios, and dormitory lounges, are either oc­
cupied or kept locked at night, and probably 
would be secure. Faculty offices are relatively 
safe places to hang paintings and display 
crafts, and most faculty members would be 
pleased to have something to make their 
rooms more pleasant.
A few campuses have some dramatic architec­
tural statements to which they may point with 
pride, but these are generally the product of 
creative talents outside the academic com­
munity. A far greater pride couldbe generated 
on campus by the talents of the community 
itself. The means are there to make our ugly 
campuses beautiful.
Council asked to keep transients out
Tom Hayes, director of residence 
halls, told the dormitory presidents’ 
council yesterday afternoon that 
residence halls staff members have 
been notified to keep transients out 
of common living areas in the 
dormitories.
Hayes asked the dormitory staff to 
prevent “outsiders” from bedding 
down in lobbies and television 
rooms.
Hayes told the council that he was 
concerned that transients might 
present a “health hazard" to the 
students in the residence halls. He 
said the rule against transients will 
be enforced this weekend during the 
Indian conference at the University.
He said students with single rooms 
are being asked to house Indians 
during the conference, but “ if they 
(the Indians) sleep in the common 
areas, we’ll move them out."
Hayes said all the dormitories will be 
locked next year. “ It is just too ex­
pensive to hire someone to sit at the 
front desk at night."
Hayes explained that in the future 
students who pay for a double room 
but then lose their roommate will be 
allowed 48 hours to find a roommate 
or be charged for a single room. 
Hayes said there are 400 single 
room s th is  q u a rte r, w h ich  
“ represents a loss of $20,000."
Part of the discussion yesterday 
afternoon centered around student 
improvement of University property. 
Hayes told the council that “students 
can do anything to beautify the 
grounds that would not require a 
great amount of upkeep.” He said 
that the planting of trees and flowers 
would be permissible, but added that 
such improvements would have to be 
arranged through his office.
Hayes also announced that the 
second section of the resident ad­
visor selection is nearly complete. 
Hayes said his office had received 
350 applications for 15 to 20 
positions.
WASHINGTON
MERRY-GO-ROUND by Jack Anderson
UM Physical Plant, botanists disagree
Herb Torgrimson, physical plant 
craft supervisor, told the Montana 
Kaimin yesterday that he thought the 
campus lawns would turn green 
once they were watered.
Two members of the botany 
department were not as optimistic as 
Torgrimson. Charles Miller, assistant 
professor of botany, said many of the 
dead areas would have to be 
reseeded and some have been 
reseeded already.
The lawns died because of the cold, 
,dry winter and because students 
walked on them more because there 
was no snow, Miller said.
Fertilizer is going to be needed to get 
the lawns back to normal, Klaus 
Lackschewith, supervisor of the
Wolfersdorf freed
CP8
A court action by the New York Civil 
Liberties Union has resulted in the 
release of Alfred Von Wolfersdorf 
from a mental institution where he 
had spent 21 years. Wolfersdorf has 
been charged but never convicted of 
murder, which .de denied ever hav­
ing committed. As it was finally 
learned Wolfersdorf had never even 
had a trial, and the judge In the NYCL 
suit claimed that there wasn't even 
the slightest bit of evidence on which 
he could be tried.
Tulsa professor 
to speak today
Hugh Schaifer, visiting associate 
professor of law from the University 
of Tulsa Law School, will discuss 
Some Current Legal Problema In En­
vironmental Law today at the botany 
depa rtm e nt's  E nv ironm en ta l 
Seminar Series.
The free lecture will begin at 12:10 
p.m. in NS 307.
The spring quarter series is em­
phasizing new approaches, such as 
ethical, legal, economic and 
technical, to solutions of en­
vironmental problems, according to 
Meyer Chessln, botany professor 
and coordinator of the series.
Yale to end quotas
CPS
Yale University President Kingman 
Brewster recently announced that 
the university will initiate new 
policies to eliminate numerical 
quotas for women and men.
In order to avoid quotas, the ad­
missions committee will make more 
efforts to actively recruit women, 
minority group members, and 
children of alumni as applicants to 
the university.
President Brewster said the college 
admissions committee would seek a 
”60-40” male-female ratio, and wi.l 
continue its recruitment efforts unt I 
that balance is achieved.
botany greenhouse, said. He said he 
was told that the physical plant does 
not have enough money or people to 
get the fertilizing done.
Torgrimson said watering normally 
begins about mid-May, but this year 
It was started earlier because of the 
dry winter.
May 14 is deadline 
for summer school
Students must notify the registrar's 
office by May 14 If they plan to attend 
the summer session at the 
University.
According to Emma Lommasson, as­
sistant registrar, currently enrolled 
students must notify her office by 
that date so that registration packets 
can be prepared for them. She said 
students will register and pay fees on 
June 18. the first day of the summer 
session.
Lommasson added that summer ses­
sion catalogs are available in the of­
fice of admissions In the Lodge.
Nixon didn’t know: The latest polls show that more 
Americans know what Watergate means than know who 
Henry Kissinger is. Public awareness of the Watergate 
scandal is so high that millions of Americans are asking 
questions that Republicans had hoped never would be 
raised:
Was President Nixon personally implicated in the 
Watergate crimes? Could the President himself be in­
volved in so sordid an episode?
We have sought the answer from the best available 
sources. They swear that the President was misled by two 
of his most trusted advisers, John Mitchell and John 
Dean. Both swore to his face that they had no advance 
knowledge of the Watergate bugging opertaion.
There were other aides who cautioned the President that 
Mitchell and Dean must have been aware of the break-in 
and bugging. But Nixon would just shrug helplessly and 
ask for proof. Then he would emphasize that he didn't 
want to behead innocent people.
Message to Uddy
Now the President is sorrowfully convinced that Mitchell 
and Dean lied to him. He is determined, therefore, to get 
to the bottom of the Watergate case. He ordered a mes­
sage delivered to G. Gordon Liddy, the Watergate 
ringleader, who is still refusing to identify the higher-ups 
in the Watergate conspiracy.
The presidential message was delivered by Assist. Atty. 
Gen. Henry Petersen. It's Liddy's patriotic duty, the 
President sent word, to tell what he knows.
I am convinced after a thorough investigation that the 
President was never told about the extent of the 
Watergate conspiracy. He was aware, however, of an 
overall espionage-sabotage operation. He considered 
this to be what he calls “ Dick Tuck activities." Dick Tuck 
Is a Democratic political prankster who used to play 
harmless political tricks on Nixon.
The President was left with the impression that zealots 
simply had carried these "Dick Tuck activities" too far. It 
has come as a shock to him that some of his closest ad­
visers were neck-deep in the scandal.
Democratic casuallty
Meanwhile, at least one Democrat has also been hurt by 
the Watergate affair. He is Spencer Oliver, who for several 
years has served as the Washington liaison for the 
Democratic State Chairman Association. It was Oliver 
whose phone was tapped by the Watergate bugging crew 
last May.
Now, a year later, Oliver finds himself caught in a political 
cross-fire between Republicans and Democrats.
Democratic national chairman Bob Strauss, for example, 
is furious with Oliver for not playing along with his efforts 
to settle the Democrats’ multimillion - dollar lawsuit 
against the President’s campaign committee.
Oliver has told my office he was offered as much as 
$50,000 to be paid over two years, if he would agree to let 
Strauss settle the suit out of court. Oliver's cooperation 
was crucial — since It was his phone that was bugged. 
Oliver's lawyers advised him to settle, but he stubbornly 
refused. Instead, he announced he would file his own 
lawsuit if Strauss went ahead with a settlement.
Wants own man
In retaliation, Strauss has tried to purge Oliver from the 
Democratic payroll. Strauss has had several stormy ses­
sions with Democratic state chairmen in which he has 
insisted that he wants his own man in Oliver's spot.
At the same time, Oliver has suddenly run into 
Republican opposition. He holds down a part-time job as 
chairman of the bipartisan American Council of Young 
Political Leaders. Earlier this month, Republicans came 
to a meeting en masse and nearly succeeded in purging 
Oliver from the job as well.
By the first anniversary of the Watergate break-in, the 
chief victim, Spencer Oliver, could be out of a job.
The next war: President Nixon has ordered America’s 
military forces geared to the space age. He has com­
plained that generals have a habit of basing their military 
strategy on the last rather than the next war. There may 
not be time in the nuclear age, he has warned, to respond 
with weapons of the last war.
Nixon has asked the military - industrial complex, 
therefore, to put their inventive genius to work devising 
revolutionary weapons and tactics.
They have already developed a vapor bomb, sort of an ex­
plosive cloud, which can seep Into the most impenetrable 
structures and explode on the inside. This could be used, 
for example, to destroy underground missile silos. The 
Air Force has also developed bombs that can be guided 
by television or laser beams.
The Army is working on individual, jet-propelled plat­
forms which foot soldiers can use for Buck Rogers-syle 
attacks. A whole army will be able to swarm through the 
air, easily hurdling over obstacles, to attack a position.
The Navy Is working on glass bubbles that will enable 
future marines to maneuver at great depths under the 
ocean. Propolses and whales are also being trained to 
see if they can be used for military purposes.
Those futuristic space wars you have been seeing on 
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Research bureau to study sulfur standards, legislature
Pfeiffer to give free lecture
By Steve Helmbrecht 
Montana Kaimin Reporter
The 43rd Legislative Assembly and a 
case study on setting sulfur dioxide 
standards for Montana will be 
s tud ied  by the Bureau of 
Government Research at the 
University of Montana, according to 
Louis Hayes, acting director.
Hayes, who is chairman of the 
political science department, said 
the two studies are expected to be 
completed by the end of Spring 
Quarter.
The Bureau of Government 
Research is an offshoot to the 
political science department, aiding 
in research and publication. It was 
formed in 1955 to meet the need for a .  
program of research and publication 
in state and local government in 
Montana.
The study on the 43rd Legislative 
Assembly and the sulfur dioxide 
standards study will be headed by 
June Thornton, research associate. 
She has been maintaining the office 
functions of the Bureau since the 
resignation of the director, Robert 
Eagle, assistant professor of political 
science.
Thornton said research on the 
legislature will concern “what the 
legislature did accomplish.” '  The 
report will be the fourth in a series ' 
appraising the Montana , biennial 
legislative sessions. Bureau reports 
on the legislative sessions began in 
1967.
The case study on sulfur dioxide 
standards is being undertaken due to 
reversal of the Board of Health and 
Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) standards set for the state. The 
standards were nullified and 
declared too stringent, Thornton 
said. The suit was brought by the 
Anaconda Co. against the-EPA.
A study on coalfield development in 
Eastern Montana is tentatively 
scheduled by the Bureau for the near 
future.
The Bureau, which is funded through 
the political science department as 
well as with grants, is affiliated
Navajo discusses 
Indian leadership
American Indians must be unified to 
improve the Indian way of life, Peter 
MacDonald, chairman of the Navajo 
tribe in Arizona, said in a speech to 
400 members of the Kyi-Yo Indian 
Club in the UC Ballroom yesterday.
MacDonald said divisions among In­
dian groups are frustrating Indian 
goals. He said the federal 
government uses Indian disunity as 
an excuse to provide only mediocre 
programs for Indians.
MacDonald said the traditional 
leadership of Indian tribes should 
not be critical of the actions of 
younger Indians.
MacDonald also advocated a com­
plete reorganization of the Bureau of 
Indian Affairs (BIA). He said the 
bureau should be placed under the 
President as an executive office.
He also said changing the leadership 
of the BIA would not solve any 
problems. The BIA should be totally 
removed from the Department of the 
Interior so Indians will not have to 
fight old ideas about Indians the 
bureau still holds, he said.
loosely with the Conference of 
Universal Government Research, 
Thornton said.
She said the Bureau has a 
counterpart in all 50 states that 
pe rfo rm s som ewhat s im ila r  
functions and all are concerned with 
publications relating to state and 
local government.
The mailing list for the Bureau has 
ap p ro x im a te ly  1900 names, 
Thornton said.
She said some recipients are Mon­
tana state and national legislators, 
state and local elected officials, 
lib ra rie s , new spapers and 
organizations such as the League of 
Women Voters and the Chamber of 
Commerce.
Thornton said individuals can 
receive the Bureau's publications 
free of charge by writing to the 
Bureau and requesting to be placed 
on the mailing list.
vironmentalist and professor of 
zoology, will be given Monday night 
at 8 in the Science Complex 
Auditorium.
Pfeiffer is an outspoken critic of the 
Indochina war and has made several 
trips to Southeast Asia to study the 
effects of bombing and chemical 
warfare.
Pfeiffer told the Montana Kaimin 
yesterday that his talk will deal with 
how techniques of modern science 
that were developed for constructive, 
peaceful use were used in the war for 
destruction.
He said he will discuss the history of 
the h e rb ic id e  co n tro ve rsy . 
Herbicides were developed for in­
creasing food production, but were 
used in the war to destroy food, he 
said.
The knowledge of the Northern 
Forest Fire Laboratory in Missoula 
was used by the government in a 
deliberate attempt to burn the forests 
of Indochina, Pfeiffer said.
He said he will also discuss how 
President Nixon and the government 
used lies and half-truths to carry out 
destruction in Southeast Asia.
Pfeiffer said he will lecture from a 
review of Harvest of Death, a book 
about chemical warfare that he co­
authored. The review was written by 
Harvard professor Jeffrey Race and 
deals with how the United States 
used technology to frustrate a 
revolution in a distant land, Pfeiffer 
said.
One segment of the lecture will deal 
with what the Indochina war has 
done to the political and moral health 
of the United States, Pfeiffer said. 
Slides of Indochina will be shown.
AP in brief
Montana's Department of Lands has Issued proposed rules and regulations 
for the administration of the state’s new Coal Conservation Act, which has 
been called the “toughest strip-mining reclamation law in the nation.” The 
new law requires all coal-mining operators in Montana to extract all 
marketable coal in their operations to prevent a reclaimed strip-mined area 
from being strip-mined again..
President Nixon said yesterday North Vietnam risks renewed war with the 
United States unless it lives up to the Vietnam ceasefire and withdraws its 
forces from Cambodia and Laos. This fourth and strongest warning over 
claimed Communist violations came in Nixon's annual State of the World 
message to Congress.
U.S. District Judge Edmund Palmier! In New York ordered the arrest of al­
leged swindler Robert Vesco to force him to appear before a grand jury inves­
tigating his business affairs as well as his $250,000 donation tq the Nixon 
Campaign.
The Washington«D.C. office of Rep. John Melcher, D-Mont., said yesterday it 
leaned 170 ofthe370 members of the torthern Regional Forest Service staff, 
headquartered Iff MfSSoula, are expected to remain in fhelr present jobs under 
reorganization. Fifty members of the regional staff are expected to be placed 
in forest-level jobs within the present region, 25 persons are expected to be 
transferred to Denver and 25 to Portland.
Law enforcement officers raided four Phillpsburg bars yesterday and netted a 
quantity of punchboards, pull tabs and other gambling devices, says Granite 
County Atty. William Sheehan, who req Jested the raids be conducted.
The Civil Aeronautics Board gave the domestic airlines permission yesterday 
to add 25 cents more to each ticket sold after May 12 to help pay for increased 
airport security costs. The charge is in addition to the initial 34-cent add-on 
charge that became effective April 1.
No settlement was reached toward disarming the village of Wounded Knee, 
S.D., after leaders of Indian forces holding the village met with government 
officials for more than an hour yesterday.
A 20-year-old college woman from Atlanta Is the youngest member of a new 
Vatican commission to study the question of allowing women to become 
deacons and priests in the Roman Catholic Church.
House Democratic leaders spoke out yesterday against President Nixon’s 
$150 million spending request for Cambodia bombing and other Indochina 
operations on grounds it may be construed as Congressional authorization of 
the war actions.
A pipeline stretching from Billings to Spokane was repaired yesterday after­
noon, 18 hours after it reptured and thousands of gallons of diesel fuel es­
caped.
Malmstrom Air Force Base officials in Great Falls declined yesterday to com­
ment on reports of recent racial incidents which were said to center around 
discussion between black airmen and commanders about remoteness of as­
signments and limited availability of ethnic entertainment.
Martha Mitchell, wife of one of President Nixon's closest associates, told law­
yers yesterday in New York that the White House leaked false stories last year 
that she was in an insane asylum.
The Internal Revenue Service has collected $2.2 million In taxes from 41 
wealthy Americans who originally reported they owed no tax when they filed 
their 1970 federal income tax returns, Treasury Secretary George Schultz 
said yesterday.
Rains that fell earlier this week caused the Mississippi River to rise again 
yesterday, threatening inundated farmlands, furthering the possibility of 
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S Com munity Action Programs struggle for funds
Editor'* not*: This is the fourth part 
of a four-part series dealing with the 
i local impact of Nixon's mandate to 
I dismantle the Office of Economic 
Opportunity.
I  This part deals with the future of the 
j Community Action Program in Mis- 
1 soul a — its fight to reverse Nixon's
| decision and its search for funds 
from new sources.
By M. E. Moon
j Montana Kaimin Reporter
Immediately following President 
j Nixon's Jan. 29 announcement that 
he was closing down the Office of 
| Economic O pportun ity, OEO- 
funded Community Action Programs 
(CAP) around the country launched 
a campaign to reverse his decision.
|. The Missoula CAP joined in the bat­
tle, which was waged on two fronts, 
i First, an intensive letter-writing cam­
paign was initiated by the organized 
j poor, who appealed to Congressmen
to legislate against the decision. 
i Many Congressmen agreed with the 
j effort, saying that the large amount 
of funds impounded by Nixon 
j represented a direct threat to the
j system of checks and balances
between the  exe cu tive  and 
| legislative branches of government.
j Second, the battle was taken to the 
I courts. Several national coalitions, 
including the National Association 
j for Comm unity Development,
j argued that Nixon's unprecedented
| impoundments were illegal.
I Unexpectedly, the court battle
j yielded results. On April 10 Federal
I Judge William Jones issued an order 
prohibiting the administration from 
j  continuing its phaseout of Com- 
|  munity Action Programs.
j Jones, who practiced law in Helena 
| in the 1930s, said the administration 
f could not shut down OEO simply
i because it decided not to fund it in
i 1974.
However, his decision will hold only 
|  until June 30, at which time 1973 
OEO funding will expire. After thqt 
I time, the only action that would keep
OEO alive is new appropriations for 
i OEO from Congress.
j Only the appropriations committees
f • of the House and Senate can save the
I OEO by recommending funding
measures. The administration is rely­
ing on strong anti-OEO sentiment in 
the House Appropriations Com­
mittee to kill attempts to save the 
I OEO.
Congress uncovered a secret 
memorandum on the dismantling of 
OEO two months ago. The as­
sociated press quoted it as saying, 
“Debate should be steered to the ap­
propriations committees, whose 
interests most closely align with the 
President’s, and which, unlike their 
legislative committee counterparts, 
have few members with strong 
feelings for OEO."
Although the debate still rages in 
Washington, D. C„ individual CAPs 
throughout the nation have begun to
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seek other funding sources. Mis­
soula's CAP, like many others, has 
put its eye on local federal revenue­
sharing funds.
Missoula-Mineral Human Resources 
(MMHR), the local agency through 
which OEO funds are channeled to 
Missoula's CAP, has applied for 
some revenue-sharing money. Last 
month it requested $1,500 from the 
city of Missoula, and $1,500 from 
Missoula County. In addition, it has 
asked $500 from Mineral County, to 
aid in operation of a CAP there.
These requests are still being dis­
cussed by the respective local 
governments’ budget committees. 
However, these committees, in 
meetings with MMHR represen­
tatives, have indicated that local 
governments feel the MMHR Board 
of Directors should be re-structured.
At present, the board has 36 voting 
members, representing low-income 
people, businessmen, public of­
ficials, Headstart parents and 
minority groups. Local governments 
have said they think the size of the 
board makes it unwieldly.
Last month the board began dis­
cussing its re-structure. Its planning 
committee subm itted several
alternativeeio be considered by the 
board. These alternatives ranged 
from keeping the board at its present 
size to reducing its membership to 
nine.
Friday the board voted to keep the 
number of voting members at 36. The 
only reduction decided upon was to 
eliminate alternate representatives 
for each member not representing 
low-income people.
The only objection to the plan was 
raised by Headstart representative 
Steve Waldron. He said he opposed 
the action because it did not reduce 
the size of the voting membership, as 
was s u g g e s te d  by lo c a l 
governments.
UW doctor to talk 
about air pollution
Robert Frank, physician at the 
University of Washington, will dis­
cuss Human Health Effects of Air 
Pollution at the noon meeting of 
Sigma Xi science honorary today.
The free discussion will be in SC 334.
George Card, assistant professor of 
m icrobio logy, o rig ina lly  was 
scheduled to speak.
Missoula bikeway seeks federal funds
The Missoula Bikeway Committee 
will apply to the Bureau of Outdoor 
Recreation (BOR) for funding for 
M issoula's proposed bikeway 
system, according to committee 
member Pat Madison.
Madison, a sophomore in general 
studies, said the committee will ask 
the bureau to provide half the money 
for the project. The city will provide 
the other half.
Money for the project had previously 
been set aside in the form a $10,000 
revenue-sharing fund. Madison said 
the revenue-sharing fund will be 
used to pay for portions of the 
bikeway that BOR and matching city 
funds won’t cover.
Revenue-sharing funds can not be 
used to obtain matching funds from 
BOR, Madison said, because the 
matching funds have to come from a 
local government and not from the 
federal government.
The committee is looking into the 
idea of eliminating parking on 
Beckwith Avenue between Arthur 
and Higgins avenues. With two park­
ing lanes, Beckwith is not wide 
enough for a bicycle lane, Madison 
said.
Letters are being sent to people who 
live on Beckwith to estimate how
they would react to limiting parking 
to one side of the street.
The existing Missoula bikeway 
proposal is composed of three 
bicycle routes: one from the 
University to Holiday Village, 
another from the University to 
Greenough Park and the third from 
the University to the downtown area.
The routes will be a system of special 
bicycle lanes on lightly-traveled city 
streets.
A push-button stoplight will be 
installed at the intersection of Arthur 
and Beckwith avenues. A box with a 
light control will be placed on the 
curb and bicyclists can activate it 
with a kick, Madison said.
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Scenes from opera 
presented tonight
Opera Workshop will present scenes 
from comic operas and operettas Fri­
day at 8:15 p.m. in the Music Recital 
Hall.
The performance will include scenes 
from Semetana’s Bartered Bride, the 
introduction and waltz scene from 
Verdi's La Traviata, the shaving 
scene from Rossini's The Barber of 
Seville and a sequence from the first 
act of Gilbert and Sullivan's H. M.S. 
Pinafore.
The scenes will be directed by 
George Lewis, associate professor of 
music, and Esther England, instruc­
tor of music.
The Opera Workshop is composed of 
both music and non-music majors. 
The scenes were staged and directed 
by Richard Kruegar, state director of 
the Seattle Opera.
The performance will be conducted 
by Micheal Leib, graduate assistant 
in drama. The scenes will be 
performed in full costume and stage 
make-up.
The workshop is part of the Missoula 
Festival of the Arts.
Most reporters think it would be for 
the best interests of their profes­
sion if they were to repeat word for 
word any statement made by a 
public official, but of course, a few 
writers quote speeches verbatim.
Michigan City (Ind.) Press
STATE
D R iV lf-IN
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UM w om en’s track team to take part in marathon tomorrow
Members of the University of Mon­
tana women’s track team will run in a 
marathon race tomorrow being 
sponsored by the First National Bank 
in Missoula at 10 a.m.
The UM team will be running to raise 
money to cover expenses on their 
upcoming trip to Hayward, Calif., for 
the women's national track finals.
Coach Zona Lindemann said a 
portion of the $700 needed for the 
trip already has been raised. Central 
Board allocated $256 to the team. 
The team also raked lawns last fall 
and raised $130 for the trip. Team 
members making the trip who live on 
campus are going to donate their 
Food Service refunds for meals
which they will miss while on the trip 
to the travel fund.
The University of Montana women’s 
track team will be host of a meet 
Saturday at Dornblaser Field at 1 
p.m. Competing will be the schools 
comprising the Montana Women's 
Intercollegiate Sports Association.
Marathon supervisor, Bill Cregg, said 
that the First National Bank will 
donate money to the fund if the team 
members qualify for prizes in the 
event.
Lindemann said that she expects at 
least $85 to be raised from the 
marathon for the travel funds.
Amateur athletic rules state that
amateur athletes cannot accept prize 
money for competition.
Cregg said that the marathon will 
draw between 270 and 300 entrants 
in ten different categories. The 
categories will be broken into age- 
group and running-experience 
brackets.
In addition to Missoula entrants, 
Cregg said that 50 runners are com­
ing from Helena and at least 50 more 
from around the state.
The course will be seven miles long, 
beginning at Disbrow’s IGA Store in 
Militown and ending in the First 
National Bank parking lot. For safety 
reasons, the participants will use old 
Highway 10 instead of Interstate 90.
The marathon is part of the First 
National Bank's 100th anniversary 
celebration. However, because of the 
response, Cregg said that it will 
become an annual event. Only 50 en­
trants had been expected at first. 
The first three finishers in each 
category will receive $50, $25, and 
$10 gift certificates which can be 
used in any Missoula shop.
Each participant will receive a T-shirt 
fro m  F irs t  N a tio n a l Bank 
commemorating the marathon race.
Following the race, there will be a 
luncheon and beer party at the bank.
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44The most enjoyable 
Fellini in a dozen years, the 
most surprising, the most 
exuberant, the most beautiful, 
the most extravagantly theatrical. 
The audience I saw it with 
kept interrupting the film with 
applause. This isn’t something 
you normally do at the movies, 
but it seems proper enough 
for ‘Fellini’s R om a!^^
-N ew  York Times
United Artists
44The unquestionable smash hit 
of the year...Fellini’s greatest 
film...a magnificent carnival of 
sounds, smells and images that 
sweep the screen with power 
and passion. ‘Roma’ is amazing, 
beautiful, staggering and 
unbelievable. I have never seen 
anything like it in my life.This 
is what movies are all about!’
—Rex Reed, N. Y. News
“You will never forget this film 
for it is a feast of fantastic scenes. 








44 Fellini’s Roma’ is a love letter 
to the city. A stunning and 
fascinating film.”
—Judith Crist, Today Show NBC-TV 
“‘Fellini’s Roma’ is a cinematic pearl, 
one of those gems in the 
phantasmagorical imagination of 
Federico Fellini. The screen erupts 
into vivid re-creations of wartime 
brothels...and the climactic night­
riding revels of a band of noisy 
motociclisti in the ancient city, whose 
menacing shadows suggest that 
Clockwork Orange droogs are alive 
and well on the Appian Way I
-Playboy Magazine 
United ArtistB
44 THIS IS A 
FELLINI MOVIE 
FOR PEOPLE W H O  
HAVE NEVER SEEN 






yuriko and Dance Company will 
perform Saturday night at 8:15 in the 
University Theater.
Yuriko will be in residency and will 
epnduct a dance workshop in the 
VVomen's Center Dance Studio 
tomorrow and Sunday in con­
junction with the Missoula Festival of 
the Art®-
Yuriko was born in the United States 
and educated primarily in Japan. She 
was with the Martha Graham Dance 
C o m p an y  from 1944 until 1967. She 
played Eliza in the original stage 
production and the movie version of 
The Kind and I. She was also in stage 
productions of Sandhog and Flower 
Drum Song.
Yuriko and Dance Company are 
participants in the touring program 
of the New York Staff Council on the 
Arts. The Company operates its own 
School of Dance in New York City.
Tickets to the concert are $2.50 for 
general admission and $1.50 for 
University students and are available 
at the University Center ticket office.
The concert is sponsored by ASUM.
timetable
Movies
■Fellini's Roma” 7:10, 9:30 Roxy 
Begins Sunday.
Daughters of Satan, Suparbaast, 
“What's tha Matter with Halan?” 
Friday, Saturday 8:30 Go West 
Timber Tramps Call 543-7341 for 
limes. Wilma Ends Tuesday. 
Casablanca 7, 9:30 Monday LA 11 
The Cheerleaders Lots o f fun. 7:15, 
9:15 Roxy
Joe Kidd 8:45, Sometimes a Great
Notion 10:30 State
“Pete 'n' Title’ 7:30, 9:45 Fox
In Search of Gregory 7:15, Act of the
Heart 9:00 Golden Horn
Two Castles, You Only Live Once,
Metropolis 7, 9:15 Crystal's Theatre
KUFM
4 p.m. —..................... ................... Sign-on News
406 p jn .......................    Music
6 pjn.... ................ ...........Tomorrow's University
“University Housing Services”
630 p.m...... — ---- --------- ---------  Rule of Reason
"Address by Nicholas Johnson"
7 pjn..........................    News
730 p.m. — ____________  Sports' Roundtable
8pjn.........................................................  Music
9 pjn............. ........................ News and Weather
935 p.m..............      Music
1136 p jn ........................................Sign-off News
Saturday; Opera Die Fledermaus 12- 
330, heavy rock 7-2 featuring Argent 
end Bloodrock’s new albums at 12.
In tram urals
Toftey
* pjn. SPE Stallions vs R.A. CB No. 1 Student As­
sociation vs Hers hey Squirts CB No. 2 Teen Angels 
*• THC NoFH Hugh Jardon vs The Losers SoFH
6 p m. Blue Sky vs Grizzly Swimmers CB No. 1 Sim- 
P** Seamen vs I don’t know (men) CB No. 2 Blue 
Mtn. Bush Apes vs Out of States NoFH Organ 
Grinders vs Modickers SoFH
1 pjn. Bugs Bunny All Stars vs Ruptured Albatross 
C8 No. 2 Living Hell vs Yorga Clan SoFH
2p.m. Fups vs Junkies CB No. 2 Rouse vs Fastballers 
SoFH
3p.m. McMiliy Wickers vs Mont. Flatus Co. CB No. 2 
Ths Meat vs Drougies SoFH
4 pjn. Beavers vs Prospectors CB No. 2 Hot Turkey 
«  Winners for Christ SoFH
Sunday
1 pjn. Bugs Bunny All Stars vs Beavers CB No. 1 
FuP* vs Prospectors vs CB No. 2 Ruptured Albatross 
** Junkies NoFH Fups vs Mont. Flatus SoFH
Haugen’s Heroes vs Master Batters CB No. 2 
Slainas & Sundance vs Cocaine Blues NoFH The II 
n  T*PPa Kegga Day SoFH
Bald Eagles vs Ringwraiths CB No. 1 Psych 
Stowballs vs Reamers CB No. 2 Army ROTC vs Flun- 
NoFH Eddies Bread vs Hole in the Wall Gang
^P-m. Spe Nads vs Clarias Lower Unit CB No 
ROTC vs Two Dot American Legion CB N< 




Law IV vs PDA's CB No. 
Barons SoFH
KRU Plus Big
5pjn. LAGNF vs Bubbles Latour Greatest Hits CB 
*o. t Bang Gang Phillies vs Salomon Jocks NoFH 
AWotes for Christ vs Peanust SoFH
Monday
JP-m Sigma Chi vs Fastballers CB No. 1 CTFN vs 
'Mstroc’s CB No. 2
?P-m- Hershey Sqirts vs Myocardial & Inf arcs CB 
1 1ndian Studies vs PDA's CB No. 2
pP-O1' Southern Comfots vs IVCF NoFH Fups vs Big 
71*  Machine CB No. 1 Anne Green Springers vs 
;un?le Fever CB No. 2 Ruptured Albatross vs Heavy 
Traffic SoFH
?P’m- Ten Grams After vs Green Apple Shufflers 
n°FH Grizzly Swimmers vs Students Association 
SoFH
missoula festival of the arts calendar
Today
9 a.m. — Kyi-Yo Indian Conference — 
University of Montana 
9 a.m.-6 p.m. — Ramona Splberg 
workshop’ — 114 West Main Street
3 p.m.-5 p.m. — Joanne Hall, weaver 
(natural dyes) — 130 West Front Street
4 p.m.-9 p.m. — Buffet Dinner (Jane 
Shull, Mildred Wilson, Patti, Hirst 
Canaris* — Edgewater Restaurant
4 p.m.-9 p.m. — Opening Reception, 
Jane Shull, Mildred Wilson, Patti Hirst 
Canaris — Edgewater Restaurant 
4 p.m.-9 p.m. — Spinning by Colleen 
Powell — 130 West Front Street
6 p.m. — Kyi-Yo Indian Banquet — 
University Ballroom
7 p.m. — Weavers slide presentation — 
130 West Front Street
7 p.m. and 9 p.m. — Film Show (classic
films) —Crystal Theater
7:30 p.m. — "Rattled Squares” Dance
— Rattlesnake School
7:30 p.m. — “Swingola" Dance— Lewis
and Clark School
8:15 p.m. — Opera Workshop — Music 
Recital Hall
9 p.m. — Kyi-yo POW WOW — UM 
Field House
Tomorrow
All Day — Keep America Beautiful Day 
(Girl Scouts/Camp Fire Girls recycling 
collections — Recycling Center
12 p.m. — Kyi-Yo Feast — To be an­
nounced
1 p.m. — "Wizard of Oz” Children’s 
Theater* — Russell School
2 p.m.-4 p.m. — Yuriko Open Rehearsal 
— University Theater
4 p.m. — "Wizard of Oz" Children’s 
Theater* — Russell School
5 p.m. — All Indian Rock Concert — 
Field House
8 p.m. — "Calico and Jeans” square 
dancing — Welcome Club
8 p.m. — “Boots and Calico" square 
dancing — Corvallis Grange Hall 
8:15 p.m. — Yuriko and Dance Com­
pany concert’  — University Theater
9 p.m. — Kyi-Yo POW WOW — to be 
announced
Sunday
12 p.m.-5 p.m. — Yuriko workshop — 
UM Women’s Gym
11 a.m.-6 p.m. — Weaving 
demonstration — 130 West Front Street 
1 p.m. — "Wizard of Oz" Children’s 
Theater* — Russell School 
1:30 p.m. — Mildred Isham, twining 
(demonstration) — First National Bank 
(Hostess Room)
3 p.m. — Weavers slide presentation — 
130 West Front Street
4 p.m. — “Wizard of Oz" Children's 
Theater* — Russell School 
‘ Admission charged.
Russian books to be on display, sale
Russian books in English translation 
and Russian folk arts and crafts will 
be on display and sale Monday and 
Tuesday in the University Center.
The exhibit is presented by the Victor 
Kamkin Bookstore of Rockville, Md., 
the largest American dealer in books 
and other materials from the Soviet 
Union, according to Keith McDuffie, 
chairman of the foreign languages 
department.
Soviet-published English trans­
lations of current Russian fiction,
Rugby team plays
The University of Montana rugby 
team will travel to Calgary this 
weekend to face two Calgary teams.
The UM team will face the University 
of Calgary Saturday and the Calgary 
Saints, a town club team, Sunday.
The weekend before last, the UM 
team lost to the Saints and the 
Calgary Hornets, another club team, 
in Lethbridge, Alberta.
The Hornets beat the UM team 30-18 
on Saturday and the Saints downed 
UM 24-6 on Sunday.
The UM team has tentatively 
scheduled matches for May 12 
through 13 in Missoula against the 
Lethbridge town team and a British 
Army team which is stationed in 
Alberta.
children's books, art albums and pic­
torial editions about the Soviet Union 
will be displayed. Books in the Rus­
sian language also will be offered.
The display and sale will be in UC 
361.
UM golfers active
The University of Montana golf team 
competed yesterday and w ill 
compete today in Spokane in the 
Eastern Washington invitational. 
The team will be in Moscow, Idaho, 
tomorrow and Sunday to compete in 
the University of Idaho's invitational.
The two events rfiiawschools from 
throughout the Northwest. In the 
past, a number of Pacific Eight 
Conference schools have entered 
the tournaments. Washington State 
U n iv e r s ity ,  U n iv e r s ity  o f 
W ash ing to n , O regon S tate 
University, and University of Oregon 
probably are participating.
A large number of Big Sky 
Conference schools are entered. 
Besides UM and the University of 
Idaho, Gonzaga University, Boise 
State College and Weber State 
College will have teams on hand.
Coach Ron Nord said that UM's six- 
man team would consist of John 
Mahoney, Dave Bloom, Jeff Nord, 
Rahn Pates, Rick Cavalar, and 
George Mahoney.
GROCERIES
20% OFF ALL NONFOODS
EXCEPT CIGARETTES
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Reviewer says Roma’ captivating
By Diana Rotering 
Montana Kaimin Film Reviewer 
Federico Fellini’s Roma is one of the 
most captivating and entrancing 
c in e m a tic  e xpe riences ever 
produced. From the moment the 
curtain opens one dares not even 
blink for fear of missing any part of 
what Fellini himself describes as, “A 
seesaw of memories, reality, fan­
tasies.” The master of images makes 
everything come alive — the jowly, 
pasta-fed faces, the raucous noises, 
the sweating bodies.
Throughout the film Fellini recounts 
his impressions of the "Eternal City” 
in a mirage of images, beginning 
when he was a boy living in Northern 
Italy. Fellini toys with the ancient 
myths by making the infamous 
Italian prostitute as important to the 
youngster’s conception of Rome as 
Romulus and Remus. The passions 
of that city are revealed to Fellini in 
1938 when he first came to Rome as a 
young man. Through his wide eyes 
we view a city teeming with pre-war 
anxiety and traditional bacchanalian 
feasts.
Fellini brings us back to a Rome of 
1973 — clogged with expressways, 
pollution and American tourists. 
What is significant in this return is 
that Rome really has not changed all 
that much. The modes of life may be 
newer and the pace quicker but the 
infectious Italian spirit still remains.
Fellini explores nearly every aspect 
of the Roman personality — lover, 
skeptic, barbarian, Christian, feaster. 
To these he adds an affectionate, 
comic or satirical fla ir, j-lis 
reminiscences about the ladies of the 
night are both touching and 
repulsing, while his portrayals of the 
sacredness o f d in in g  tu rn  
celebrations into food orgies. In one 
divinely devastating scene Fellini 
gives us an ecclesiastical fashion 
show, parading the latest styles in 
habits and cassocks for the devout 
who has everything.
A certain bitterness is displayed in 
the film towards both Italians and 
tourists who have so selfishly 
polluted the ancient beauty of Rome. 
The Spanish Steps and other 
landmarks are cluttered equally by 
jet-set tourists and sun-bathing 
long-hairs, while 2000-year-old 
paintings are destroyed by ex­
cavating engineers.
Roma reaffirms the idea that Rome is 
indeed the “Eternal City." In the film, 
Gore Vidal states that Rome is the 
ideal place to watch whether or not 
the world will perpetuate itself. 
Fellini believes that, “Rome will 
become a single portrait of all great 
cities.” This reviewer believes that it 
already is a portrait of humanity 
itself, and that Roma is a superb 
depiction of that humanity.
UM rodeo team heads for Roundup
The University of Montana rodeo 
team will be in Roundup tomorrow 
and Sunday for the Eastern Montana 
College Rodeo. The team hopes to 
fo llo w  up on an im proved 
performance last weekend.
The UM women's team finished 
second in last weekend’s Dawson 
Community College Rodeo in Glen­
dive. The men’s team grabbed fifth 
place in the final standings.
Dawson CommunitycCollege upset 
national champion Montana State 
• University to  capture the title in the 
men'seventS at Glendive.
The MSU cowgirls kept their 
season's unbeaten string alive.
UM's Steve Small finished fifth in the 
ribbon roping and Cal Wilson 
grabbed second place in calf roping 
including a first in one go-around.
Kay Fowlie placed twice for the UM 
women’s team. She lassoed second 
place in breakaway roping and 
wrapped up third in goat tying.
UM's Virginia Pew finished second in 
barrel racing and tied for first place in 
one go-around of that event.
Net squad travels
Hoping to extend its undefeated 
record to 12-0, the University of Mon­
tana women's tennis team travels to 
Pullman, Wash, for matches today 
and tomorrow.
UM meets Washington State 
University today. The netters go up 
against the University of Idaho and 
Eastern Washington State College 
Saturday.
Veteran Robi Bisseli heads Mon­
tana's singles entries. Francie Marks, 
Connie Sadler, Sue Robinson, and 
Chris Patrick in that order complete 
the lineup.
Number one doubles will be played 
by Marks and Robinson with Sadler 
and Bisseli in the second slot.
The UM squad has been hampered 
by the loss of team regulars Kelly 
Geisler and Kathy Wenzek.
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Trees on oval free of disease
The American Elm trees surrounding 
the oval are still free from the Dutch 
Elm disease, Herb Torgrimson said 
Wednesday.
Togrimson, physical plant crafts 
supervisor, said the grounds crew 
has trimmed the dead branches from 
about half of the American Elm trees. 
He said they found no sign of the 
bark beetles that carry the Dutch Elm 
Disease.
The disease entered the United 
States from Europe in 1930 and has 
killed thousands of American Elm 
trees since that time. There is no cure 
for the disease that causes the elm 
trees leaves to wilt, curl and yellow 
before the tree itself dies.
One of the best retardants against
the invading beetles Is to trim 'the 
dead branches, according to 
Torgrimson. The beetles, carrying 
the spors of the fungus-caused 
disease, invade the dead branches 
and the fungus spreads to the 
healthy parts of the tree often killing 
it within one season, according to 
Oscar Dooling, Forest Service plant 
pathologist.
Dooling reported the first case of the 
disease in Missoula In April. He said 
the tree has been destroyed and that 
no other cases of the disease have 
been reported.
The university campus has about 90 
per cent of the American Elms in Mis­
soula. Generally American Elms are 
the only trees affected by the 
disease.
classified ads
1» Lost and Found
LOST: Two keys on a copper chain.
Urgently needed. 243-5380._____ 91-lp
LOST: BLUE AIR FORCE jacket. At 
west cloverbowl, April 16. 728-7838.
_______________________________ 88-4p
LOST: SLIDE RULE. Science complex 
or outside Chem. Bldg. Reward of-
fered. 728-4055.________________ 88-4p
FOUND: ONE GOLD KEY at east door 
of Health Science Bldg.. Thursday 
Morn. 4/26. Pick-up H.S. 104, Zoology.
________________________________88-4f
FOUND: MENS’ CLASS RING. Great 
Falls High 1972. Initials: R.B.P. in 
front of Health Science Bldg. Claim
at Kaimin Business Office.____ 88-4f
FOUND: ONE SILVER KEY by Music 
Bldg., Friday, April 27. Claim at 
Kaimin Business Office. 88-4f
WANTED: GUITAR - SINGER WEST­
ERN Friday, Saturday evenings, Sun­
day afternoons. Steady. For audi­
tions, call 7 Gables Lounge, 563-5052
after 2:00 p.m,________________ 90-2p
WANTED: FEMALE HOUSE KEEPER 
for two male college students in ex­
change for free room and board for 
the month of May. Apply after 6:00
at 2330 South Ave.____________ 90-2p
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: National 
Corporation will hire young male 
students for Manager Trainee Pro­
gram. Work in Montana or any one 
of seven other Western States. 
(Make more money than you ever 
dreamed possible. Send name, age, 
address and phone number to P.O. 
Box 1181, Missoula, Montana, c/o 
Ross Dastrup. You will be contacted 
for a personal-confidential interview.
86-tfc
RIDE AT own pace, not a race, bike 
rides, Saturday and Sunday, 9 a.m., 
University & Arthur.__________91-lp
JAZZ WORKSHOP’S playing for Aber 
Day — eat buffalo to music. 91-lb 
COUSIN NICK: Annzelmoe Pedderas- 




wait the nine months. Call Fuller 
or Patch 243-4325 or visit 658 Jesse.
_______ 91-lp
16. Automobiles for Sale
MUST SELL: 1965 Buick Station 
Wagon, overall condition very good, 
accept best offer, 258-6531. 89-3p
’56 FORD six cylinder, rebuilt in 
Runs good. Uses no oil. Needs body 
work. $75. Call after 6 p.m., —
6577,____________________  81
1969 EL CAMINO excellent condition, 
low mileage. 549-9313 after 5:00 p.r 
_______________________ 88-4p
NARNIA behind and under the brown 
and yellow bldg., corner of Univer­
sity and Arthur. 91-lp 1970 V.W. BUS, excellent cond. 27,00 miles. 1901 McDonald. 542-0063, 88-4 
’69 VW BUG. Good condition. Cai 
728-9072 after 6 |i i ----
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT. Lucky 
Lager and Rainer on tap. New hours: 
4-2 Monday thru Thursday; 3-2 Fri­
day thru Sunday; Happy hour Friday 
3-5. $1 pitchers; 25c schooners; 25c 
bottles of Western/ beer and 30c 
Eastern. I Don’t Know Tavern. 90-6p 
MUSIC AND BEER, All You Can Drink, 
$1.50, Friday, May 4, At The Big
Barn.________________ ;_______90-2p
DON’T FORGET the Kamkin Exhibit 
and Sale of Russian Books, Arts & 
Crafts at UC Montana Room 361,
Mon-Tues, May 7-8.__________ 89-4b
ANYONE interested in working on an 
AREA COMMITTEE of PROGRAM 
COUNCIL should contact P.C.som e- 
time within the next two weeks. 88-7b 
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY? WOULD 
YOU HELP? Call 549-3290 or
549-0147 and ask for Jan Hall, 87-8p
LEARN TO FLY — FULL AVIATION 
training. Private, commercial, in­
strument, flight instructor and multi- 
engine. All required ground instruc­
tion and pre-flight discussion pro­
grammed on cassette tapes. In-flight 
lessons taped with both instructor 
and student voices for student play­
back. Call Herb McKee, 777-5976.
-________ _____________ ;______ 86-lOc
.N^ED your help—group leader ap­
plications available in all residence 
n a sororities, fraternities and Dean 
of Students’ Office—must be in by
-J fa y  6 7 8-______________________ 84-8c
HAVING A DRUG BUMMER or prob- 
school, family or sex? Call 
Crisis Center for help, 543-8277, 3 
Outreach service also 
—available.__________   38-tfc
BEEN RIPPED OFF? We can help.
Consumer Relations Board. SAC of- 
__fice, UC 104, 243-2183._______ 6-tfc
REFERRAL se r v ic e . 
243 6̂17?ys 4:30 to 6:30 except holidays.
6. Typing
17. Clothing
SPECIALIZE IN ALTERATIONS for 
men’s and women's clothing. 543-8184. 
_______  7-tfc
18. Miscellaneous
BANJO SALE 20% off all banjos am 
12-string guitars; banjo lessons avail 
able. Bitterroot Music, 200 S. 3rd SI
728-1957._____________ ________ 90-6]
LOW INCOME STUDENTS in need o 
quality child care beginning Fall *72 
contact Joan Christopherson, 243
- 4262-____________ ______ ______ 89-3]
FREE PUPPIES! 728-3187. Cute, Cud
dly 87-!
WESTERN VILLAGE: East Missoul 
horses for rent, general consignmei 
auction every Friday at 6:30 p.r 
Trading post, buy, sell or trade—op< 
every day. 549-2451. l-t
21. For Sale
STEREO SYSTEM - VM AM/FM amp] 
fier and changer with 2 Wald speal 
‘oIok’ A11 *n good condition. Cs/*5o-o795. 9i_<
SUNN GUITAR SPEAKER AND AM 
Excellent condition. Almost nei 
Will bargain on price. Call 543-895
________________   90-(
m a n  ’ S SCHWINN VARSITY li 
f £ EEJL ??1’0 frame, good conditio;
$75. 728-1522.___________  90-2
DURST ENLARGER. 2 lenses. 543-621
KENWOOD STEREO AMP 200 w 
$175 or best offer. Call 549-8230. 8 
GRUMMAN CANOES and top de 
KAYAKS. Also paddles and 
jackets. See at 801 »/2 E. Front. T 
phone 549-9437. 85
AND e d it in g , thesis, etc: 22. For Rent 
ft*?  rPag?' L«gal and Medical.
and flawless 20 yrs. experience. 
idnote Phone P. D. Welch, Box 
1409, Poison, Montana 883-4541. 88-tfc
Ty£5*G ~  SPEEDY, ACCURATE. Will Dick-UD snH  rf a! I la .  070 none 88—12p
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
aRV utilities paic
 o r t a u z ,  U L
_pl -up a d deliver. 2 3-2795. ,
ABC Secretarial 549-0314, 7 days t>er IT" =  
Sftfnilpri30 to 10:00 p m- A11 materials 27. Bicycles
2 ,?*EDR? OM' 10 x 55 TRAILI Missoula. $95, 728-4589.
ELECTRIC TYPING — fast, accurate 
experienced, reasonable. 549-5236.
TYPING, experienced. 549-7282. 66-tfc 
SECRETARY? Typing 
editing 50 cents a page. 549-986i
8. Help Wanted 
Nav5laShY^MHRrt.EiP LOYMENT? Jobsavailable. Redlodge Canning Com- 
B£S£ InJ E  O. 520, Redlodge, M ^ t. 
a S S  Wrlte or call 446-1404 for 
pps> 88-tfcb
8—Friday, May 4, 1973
j IRLS 5-SPEED just overhauled. 
condition. $40. 243-4149.
*65 SUZUKI 250 cc. Old but in 
shape. 116 Monroe. $95.
19™ SUZUKI SAVAGE 250CC tra
72n^RRok» g<Jod ^ P e .  Best <*:8-3669 evenings.
goings on
•  May 21 is the deadline for ap­
plications for the Air Force ROTC 
two-year scholarships. Third quarter 
sophomores, juniors, seniors, and 
graduate students may apply. Finan­
cial assistance is available. Inquire at 
Men's Gym 112 or call 243-4011.
•  Sophomores, juniors, and seniors 
who have questions about the Air 
Force ROTC 2-year program are In­
vited to attend a ROTC seminar at 3 
p.m., May 9 or at 9 a.m., May 10 In 
Men's Gym 304.
•  The Missoula Bicycle Club Is 
sponsoring two rides this weekend.
Saturday the ride is to Clinton, about 
34 miles round trip, and Sunday the 
ride is to Alberton, about 60 miles 
round trip. Both rides will begin at 9 
a.m. from University and Arthur 
avenues. Riders are asked to bring a 
lunch or money to buy lunch. The 
pace will be set for beginners. 
Everone is welcome to ride.
•  The film “Why Man Creates" will be 
shown at the Wesley House at 5:30 
p.m. Sunday. A 50 cent dinner will be 
provided and served during the film. 
There will be a volleyball game after 
the film, weather permitting. The
Wesley House is across the street 
from Miller Hall.
•  There will be a Kyl-Yo Indian Youth 
Conference meeting at 9 a.m. today 
in the Five Valleys Room. '
•  Traffic board has scheduled 
hearings at 11 a.m. today In U.C. 360
•  The University Congregational 
Church banquet is at 6 p.m. today In 
the U.C. Gold Oak Room.
•  The Kyi-Yo Indian Conference 












SATURDAY M A Y 5 ,1973  
UN IVER SITY THEATER 8=15 PM
TICKET5=UM STUDENTS $150 
GENERAL PUBLIC $2.50
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Ask any of our 
experienced personnel 
for help selecting  
that ideal gift.
Hammond Arcade Bldg. 









Press freedom and court justice: Are they incom patible?
By Brad Erlandson 
Montana Kaimin Reporter
The accepted basis of American jus­
tice always has been every person is 
innocent until proved guilty.
Newspapers, in particular, and other 
news media in effect reverse this 
process when they inform the public 
of the filing of civil suits.
When a reader sees a law suit in a 
newspaper, such as a malpractice 
suit against a physician, he assumes 
or at least suspects the doctor is 
guilty of wronging someone, while, 
in fact, the physician could be in­
nocent.
Instead of following a law suit to its 
conclusion, newspapers often only 
introduce it to the public, failing, for 
one reason or another, to print the 
eventual factual outcome of the suit 
as decided in or out of court.
This occurs not necessarily because 
of a lack of responsibility on the part 
of the newspaper, but because fre­
quently civil suits are dropped by the 
complainant or settled out of court. 
In either situation the newspaper 
generally does not learn of the dis­
position and neither does the public.
Some civil suits, of course, go all the 
way through the formal legal process 
with a jury or judge deciding the 
case, making the outcome available 
to the press in court records.
To avoid misleading the public or 
printing information which might be 
derogatory to an individual, in­
dividuals or a firm, it would seem best 
that only the outcome of most 
damage suits be published.
There are exceptions, perhaps, in the 
case of a suit filed as a result of a ma­
jor news occurrence or a suit filed 
against a government agency or a 
government offic ia l. There is 
reasonable assurance that these 
cases will be followed all the way 
because of their importance and the 
outcome will be carried by the press. 
Also, in these exceptions, the details 
of the case have already been car­
ried and the filing of the suit does 
not necessarily reflect negatively 
on the reputation or professional 
standing of an individual or a firm.
The following paragraphs are the 
beginning of a story printed in The 
Missouliap on Aug. 10, 1972:
“A suit brought by several Montana 
residents against the Environmental 
Protection Agency was withdrawn 
Monday.
"The suit was filed in Federal Dis­
trict Court in July in an attempt to 
force EPA Administrator William D. 
Ruckelshaus to reconsider his action 
in refusing to accept the air pollution 
control plan submitted by the State 
Board of Health, according to 
Laurence Eck, attorney for the 
residents.”
Since this suit was brought against a 
government agency it was covered 
by the press until its conclusion. In 
order to be fair to both sides of this 
suit, the story of the withdrawal of the
suit should have equal or greater 
prominence in a newspaper than the 
original story.
It must be noted that this and other 
examples used throughout the story 
are pointed out only to show certain 
types of tria l articles. The 
newspapers from which the samples 
are taken are not necessarily guilty of 
any wrongdoing.
On Feb. 14,1971 the Billings Gazette 
printed a story of a suit filed against a 
European Health Spa for allegedly 
using a dangerous amount of 
chlorine in its swimming pool.
The spa was defamed in the public’s 
mind and its reputation was 
damaged. Unless the proven out­
come of the suit is printed, the spa 
remains publicly at fault while it may 
be innocent.
The following lead paragraph of a 
story was printed in The Missoulian 
on June 30, 1972:
“The city of Missoula is paying 
$3,000 for an out-of-court settlement 
of a suit dating back to 1967, im
volving the firing of a foreman in the 
City Sewage Plant."
This story indicates that a newspaper 
is continuing to follow a suit which 
was filed five years earlier. This is a 
case where the entire lawsuit is made 
available to the press and therefore 
can be covered in its entirety.
The outcome is the fairest part of a 
suit. The charges or claims may or 
may not be factual, are therefore 
irrelevant and should be given as lit­
tle publicity as possible.
On March 30 the following beginning 
paragraphs'of a story appeared in the 
Spokane Spokesman-Review:
"HELENA (AP)—Former Gov. Forrest 
H. Anderson says a half-million 
dollar damage action he filed against 
the Virginia Mason Clinic in Seattle 
has improved his health.
"The former chief executive is still 
thin but sports a suntan from- 
vacationing in the Southwest 
desert."
Since Anderson is still an important 
public personality this lawsuit has
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received an inordinate amount of 
publicity.
“  ’I made them (doctors) pay atten­
tion,’ Anderson said, referring to his 
$500,000 action.
“ ‘They put in the first team.’ "
Each time the continuing lawsuit is 
published, the reputation of the 
physicians at the Virginia Mason 
Clinic is damaged.
“He said he has put his lawsuit 'on the 
back burner,’ ”  the story continues, 
“because he isn’t interested in the 
settlement but in getting well.
“  ’They (doctors) understand 
lawsuits,’ he joked. ‘Now they call me 
every 10 days to see how I am.’ ”
If a man who was not a public figure 
had filed a suit against this clinic, 
there would probably be much less 
publicity and the suit would be much 
less injurious to the reputation of 
each doctor. Until the outcome of the 
suit as proven in a court of law is 
printed, publicity is being used un­
fa irly  and unjustly to force 
physicians to cater to the whims of 
an individual.
The following paragraphs are the 
beginning of a story printed in the 
Great Falls Tribune on April 25-
“Personal injury damages and other 
damages totaling $232,972 are asked 
in a suit filed in District Court by 
Robert M. Rogers against Elisha 
Lambert and Grever Trucking, Inc. 
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"Rogers’ complaint, which was filed 
by his attorneys, Burton and Coder, 
states Lambert was operating a trac­
tor and loaded trailer owned by 
Grever on U.S. 89 seven miles east of 
Great Falls.
“The complaint charges Lambert 
negligently stopped his vehicle on 
the roadway, blocking the flow of 
traffic."
In the public's mind, Lambert is at 
fault. He may, in fact, be completely 
innocent. If the case is settled out of 
court or is dropped, and a newspaper 
doesn't print the outcome, Lambert 
will be remembered by the public as 
a reckless driver. This may damage 
his reputation as a dependable driver 
and the reputation of Grever Truck­
ing, Inc.
, Even if he is found innocent of any 
wrongdoing, the original story still is 
retained in the minds of some 
readers.
Publicizing law suits is only a small 
phase of the entire free press-fair 
trial issue.
The American Bar Association's 
(ABA) Advisory Committee on Fair 
JriaLand (Free Pcess xompleted a 
226-fJage report based on a 20- - 
month study Bf the im pacfof news 
coverage by the press on the 
processes of justice in 1966.
The report concluded that “the 
primary burden for ensuring fair trial 
rests on the legal branch and agen­
cies which serve and minister to it.”
According to the ABA’s Code of 
Professional Responsibility, "a 
lawyer or law firm associated with a 
civil action shall not during its inves­
tigation or litigation make or 
participate in making an extrajudicial 
statement, other than a quotation 
from or reference to public records, 
that a reasonable person would ex­
pect to be disseminated by means of 
public communication and that 
relates to:
(1) Evidence regarding the oc­
currence or transaction involved.
(2) The character, credibility or 
criminal record of a party, witness or 
prospective witness.
(3) The performance or results of any 
examinations or tests or refusal or 
failure of a party to submit to such.
(4) His opinion as to the merits of the 
claims or defenses of a party, except 
as required by law or administrative 
rule.
(5) Any other matter reasonably 
likely to interfere with a fair trial of 
the action.”
According to the advisory com­
mittee, the lawyers who represent 
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the Code of Professional Respon­
sibility to ensure a fair trial.
In the June, 1965 issue of the ABA 
Journal, former ABA President Lewis 
Powell, Jr. wrote:
“The question, now receiving careful 
re-examination, is how to preserve 
the essentials of a free press and at 
the same time prevent publicity 
which is prejudicial to an accused 
person's right to a fair trial.
“This should not be viewed as a 
contest between two competing 
rights. Nor is it a controversy 
between the news media and the Bar. 
Responsible leaders of both agree 
that fair trial and free press must be 
preserved and ever strengthened, for
each is essential to the survival of the 
other. The crucial task is to see if 
both of these rights can still be ac­
commodated in the limited area 
where unrestrained publicity can en­
danger fair trial.”
On January 5, 1967 the American 
Publishers Association finished a 
two-year study of the free press-fair 
trial issue. Among the conclusions 
are:
• There is no real conflict between 
the First Amendment guaranteeing a 
free press and the Sixth Amendment 
which guarantees a speedy and 
public trial, by an impartial jury.
• The presumption of some members 
of the Bar that pretrial news is in­
trinsically prejudicial is based on 
conjecture and not on fact.
•  To fulfill its function, a free press 
requires not only freedom to print 
without prior restraint but also free 
and uninhibited access to in­
formation that should be public.
•  There are grave inherent dangers 
to the public in the restriction or cen­
sorship at the source of the news, 
among them secret arrest and 
ultimately secret trial.
•  The press is a positive influence in 
assuring fair trial.
•  The press has a responsibility to 
allay public fears and dispel rumors 
by the disclosure of fact.
•  No rare and isolated case should 
serve as cause for censorship and 
v io la t io n  o f c o n s t itu t io n a l 
guarantees.
•  Rules of court and other orders 
which restrict the release of in­
formation by law enforcement of­
ficers are an unwarranted judicial in­
vasion of the executive branch of 
government.
•  There can be no codes or 
covenants which compromise the 
principles of the U.S. Constitution.
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•  The people's right to a free press 
which inherently embodies the right 
of the people to know is one of our 
most fundamental rights, and neither 
the press nor the Bar has the right to 
sit down and bargain it away.
The study says “this last conclusion 
is central to all the others, pointed 
and pertinent though they be to the 
matter involved. The inescapable 
conclusion is that the press must be 
ever vigilant in its opposition to 
anything that threatens Freedom of 
the Press.”
The ABA Advisory Committee’s 
s tu d y  c o m p le te d  in  1966 
recommended withholding prior to 
trials the following types of in­
formation.
•  The prior criminal record, or 
statements as to the character or 
reputation of an accused person.
•  The existence or contents of any 
confession, admission or statement 
given by the defendant, or his refusal 
to make a statement.
•  Performance or results of tests, or 
the refusal of an accused to take 
such a test.
•  The identity, testimony, or 
credibility of prospective witnesses.
•  Possibility of a plea of guilty to the 
offense charged or to a lesser 
offense.
•  Other statements relating to the 
merits of the case, or the evidence in 
the case, except that it would be 
permissible to release certain 
specified Information Including the 
facts and circumstances of arrest, a 
brief description of the offense 
charged and a factual statement des­
cribing evidence at the time it is 
seized by authorities.
In a d d itio n , the com m ittee  
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prohibit "the deliberate posing of a 
person in custody for photographing 
or televising by representatives of 
the news media of a person in cus­
tody unless he requests an interview 
in writing after being adequately in­
formed of his right to consult with 
counsel."
Massachusetts Associate Justice 
Paul Reardon, who spoke to 
University of Montana law students 
last May and who served as chairman 
of the advisory committee, said “ if 
there was overreaction and 
misinterpretation by some of the 
news media, the same can be said for 
some lawyers and law enforcement 
agencies.
“ Furthest from the thoughts of the 
advisory committee," said Reardon, 
“was any idea that its proposals 
could be employed as a protective 
device to keep from the citizenry 
what it is truly entitled to know.
“We are on notice of certain in­
cidents around the country in which 
the news media and the public have 
been denied essential information 
during the course of the debate on 
our proposals and allegedly because 
of them. I have indicated that the 
standards do not envisage any 
limitation on the press and its 
freedom to operate. It would be un­
fortunate indeed were they to be 
heralded or employed as a cover for 
what should be out in the open."
The committee concluded that 
“there is an accommodation possible 
which will give full force to the 
guarantees of the First and Sixth 
A m e n d m e n ts  w i t h o u t
simultaneously giving rise to con­
flicts that have in many quarters been 
deemed inevitable. It is our belief that 
this accommodation will be found 
principally in the adoption of 
limitations—carefully defined as to 
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information bearing on the ap­
prehension and trial of criminal 
defendants by members of the bar 
and by law enforcement agencies, 
with appropriate remedies available 
when there is a showing that a fair 
trial has been jeopardized.”
The fair trial-free press issue has not 
suddenly and recently arisen as the 
result of rapid and advanced com­
munication. As long agoas1846,one 
author was moved to state:
“Ours is the greatest newspaper 
reading population in the world: not 
a man among us is fit to serve as 
juror, who does not read the 
newspapers. Every great and star­
tling crime is paraded in their 
columns, with all the minuteness of 
detail that an eager competitor for 
public favor can supply. Hence the 
usual question which has now 
become almost a necessary form in 
impaneling a jury, ‘have you formed 
or expressed an opinion?’ is virtually 
equivalent to the inquiry, ‘do you 
read the newspapers?’ ”
Warren Brier, dean of the School of 
Journalism, said that both fair trial 
and free press must be retained.
Brier said no journalist wants to 
impede a fair trial. "If he does he 
shouldn’t be in the profession," said 
Brier. He also said no lawyer should 
interfere with freedom of the press.
The free press-fair trial issue is “a 
problem that's going to remain," said 
Brier.
Governor Brown was scheduled to 
address the convention at the 
evening meeting beginning with a 
barbecue supper at 7 o'clock. He 
was to be intoxicated by Tom 
Poindexter.
Columbia (S.C.) Record
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